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	The third generation (3G) cellular system UMTS is advanced, optimised and complex. The many existing books on UMTS attempt to explain all the intricacies of the system and as a result are large and equally complex. This book takes a different approach and explains UMTS in a concise, clear and readily understandable style. Written by a professional technical trainer, and based on training courses delivered on UMTS to telecommunication companies worldwide, Essentials of UMTS will enable you to grasp the key concepts quickly. It assumes no previous knowledge of mobile telecommunication theory, and is structured around the operation of the system, clearly setting out how the different components interact with each other, and how the system as a whole behaves. Engineers, project managers and marketing executives working for equipment manufacturers and network operators will find this concise guide to UMTS invaluable.
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Software Development for the QUALCOMM BREW PlatformApress, 2003
QUALCOMM Binary Runtime Environment for Wireless (BREW) is a development  platform allowing software developers to create applications that operate on all  handsets utilizing QUALCOMM CDMA chipsets. This cutting-edge book introduces  BREW and describes differences from product competitors like J2ME, Palm OS,  Symbian, and Pocket PC Phone...
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Applied Microsoft Analysis Services 2005: And Microsoft Business Intelligence PlatformPrologika Press, 2005
Knowledge is power! As its name suggests, the promise of Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services 2005 is to promote better data analytics by giving information workers the right tool to analyze consistent, timely, and reliable data. Empowered with Analysis Services and Microsoft Business Intelligence Platform, you are well positioned to solve the...
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Building UIs with WijmoPackt Publishing, 2013

	Wijmo lets you use widgets on your websites for more flexibility and ease of use in the user interface. This book shows you how with a refreshingly logical and example-led approach that makes learning a pleasure.


	Overview

	
		Learn to configure Wijmo components for common usage scenarios
	
		Build...
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Stochastic Approximation and Its Application (Nonconvex Optimization and Its Applications)Springer, 2002
This book presents the recent development of stochastic  approximation algorithms with expanding truncations based on the TS  (trajectory-subsequence) method, a newly developed method for  convergence analysis. This approach is so powerful that conditions  used for guaranteeing convergence have been considerably weakened in  comparison with those...
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Mastering Oracle8iSybex, 2001
We want information… information...” Possibly you recognize these words as the primary interest of a somewhat clandestine group, and as told by a character called Number 2 to Patrick McGoohan’s character Number 6 (in the old TV show The Prisoner). Indeed, in this day, information is king, and the speedy, accurate, and reliable...
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Programming for Peace: Computer-Aided Methods for International Conflict Resolution and PreventionSpringer, 2006
From its beginning in the fifties of the last century, Artificial Intelligence was heavily supported by “defence agencies” in order to make “better warfare”.

But, if an AI researchers assumes that her/his discipline really can deliver results—otherwise s/he would be a dishonest researcher—then why not...
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